
PART III   

FSUIPC SETUP
Part I deals with the separation of the MD-80 throttle. Part II deals with the electrical and mechanical interface of 
the throttle. Here in part III we try if we can grab our electrical signals from the throttle, or other hardware, and get 
them into in our flight simulator, so all our buttons and levers work, as in a real cockpit.
OK... I write "The Danish MD-80 project" and we are indeed also a team here in Denmark who is working to create 
the ultimate MD -80 cockpit for flight simulation. But in relatively short time, the arrival of more foreign simpit 
builders are come to our website:

http://www.md80project.dk 

So now the project is more internationally and is now represented in the U.S., Italy, Switzerland and Norway. 
Through this international cooperation we can help each other and shorten the construction time for our cockpits. 
The project also getting a great assistance from programmers that are affiliated with Fly The Maddog and Encore 
Solutions in Spain. So here is A very big thank you to all who provide a fantastic effort for this project.

Frank and Claus from the Danish team in the Danish Air Transport MD-83 for cockpit measuring

We would also like to send a big thanks to DAT, Danish Air Transport, which has been so nice to lend us an 
operating MD-83 cockpit for making an accurate measurement of the cockpit dimensions. 

This toturial is based on FS9 / 2004
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This guide is written to help anyone who has trouble to setup the FSUIPC. The content that I've written in this 
guide may be freely used, distributed and disclosed by all. 

Section 15 is not written by me and I can not transfer rights to this title. 

A thanks to Peter Dowson for section 15

Note:  That in the next toturial Part 4 I will move some of my axes up on ”open cockpit” hardware, so they are not 
controlled by FSUIPC axis assigment, in that way I get full control when the axis is moved automatically by 
electric motors.

Athor: Claus Nørgaard              contact:  ontop@mail-online.dk                                 Rev. 1.4 02092010EN  



FSUIPC
FSUIPC is probably one of the most useful addons that you can buy for your flight simulator (FS), many other 
addons use FSUIPC to communicate with your FS, but here you will use it to fine-tune axes send buttons 
commands, and much more. Therefore also a big thanks to Peter Dowson, who is the father of the program.
Remember, not all functions in FSUIPC active until you have a purchased edition.

MS CALIBRATION
The very first thing you should do when you plug in new 
hardware with analog inputs / axes, is to open the control 
panel and game controllers.

Here you can see which game devices I have connected to my 
PC. Throttle is connected to the BU0836X interface

BU836X is a joystick card with 32 buttons and actually there 
are 8 analog input, but FSUIPC can only see five of them. 
BU836X can with a small application be programmed to read 
encoders. Encoders are the knobs that can be turned into an 
infinity and used, for example, frequency, course, altitude, - 
settings and much more.

You must enter the "Control Panel "
You must enter the "Game Controllers link "
With your joystick highlighted, click the Properties button 
under the list of controllers.

From the new pop-up window, click the Calibrate button under 
the Settings tab. 

Follow the instructions until you have calibrated all axes. 
Then Save the new settings.



DISABLE JOYSTICK

Then start the FS. The first thing you do is to go into the menu 
"OPTIONS" / "CONTROL" / "DISABLE JOYSTICK" And 
disconnect your joystick?
The reason for that, is we would like to control all axes through 
FSUIPC, we will get more options and better control than if we 
do it through the FS own "assignments". 
”Disable joystick” will prevent that the axes are not assigned to 
tasks assignments in FS and FSUIPC at the same time, becurse 
that will give you strange occurrences in your cockpit. 
Disable joysticks can also be made in FS start menu under 
settings.

AXIS ASSIGNMENT

You can now assign your axes in FSUIPC.

Push ”MODULS” / ”FSUIPC”

In FSUIPC Select the tab ”AXIS ASSIGNMENT”

Press repeatedly ”RESCAN” until the feld 
”JOY#”  / ”AXIS” is emty. 
The text MOVE LIVER appears.
Now you can tell FSUIPC which axis you want to 
work with in this case it's the rudder pedals.

When you move the rudder pedals there will be a 
text in "JOY #" / "AXIS" In my case, you can see it 
is joystick 2 and axis Z. 
You will always be able to see the movement of the 
axis, in the middle field.

TYPE OF ACTION REQUIRED
In this field, you can choose whether to send the axis values directly to FS, or whether to use FSUIPC to calibrate 
the axis. I would strongly recommend that you use the options in FSUIPC, so select "SEND TO DIRECT 
CALIBRATION FSUIPC" In the next box you can choose what the axis assign. As it is the rudder pedals, I think 
that you should choose "Rudder" from the list.

AIRCRAFT SPECIFIC
It goes almost without saying, if you mark this box, then the axis only applicable to this aircraft, in which you now 
find yourself in. Otherwise, it's gpoing to be the setting for the entire aircraft fleet, with the exception of those 
airplanes that you already have changed and then saved as aircraft specific. You can now continue until you have 
all your axes assigned to a function, but I would recommend that you press OK for each axis, becurse you then save 
your settings. 

Do you have one or more axes which you do not use, you may choose to press IGNORE AXIS, for later use press 
the CLR IGNORE.



AXIS CALIBRATION

Push ”MODULS” / ”FSUIPC”

In FSUIPC Select the tab ”JOYSTICK 
CALIBRATION”

At the arrow, you can browse among all 
calibrations. 
Choose 1: Main flight controls.

First you see the "Rudder" box and under "Set" is 
the axis values, and do you not do more, then the 
input and output data have the same values, and 
those data are sent too FS.

Now press "SET" in the rudder box and the text 
changed to RESET and you will get more colons 
showed. 
Now you move the axis to the minimum value 
and then you press the "SET" in min column, 
now you move the axis to maximum value, and 
then you press the "SET" in the max column now 
move axis to the center potion, and then you 
press the "SET" in the center column.
 
Now the axis is calibrated, and under the "Reset" 
box you can now see axis value and the 
calibrated value. (IN / OUT)

Work the rudder pedals opposite of what they 
schuld, then tick the "REV" Press OK to save. 
If you have problems with "noise" on the axis set 
a mark in the checkbox "Filter"

SLOPE

Now it may well be that you think that your 
rudder pedals are too sensitive, and the aircraft is 
to difficult to steer down the runway.
Press 'SLOPE' Now you can even determine the 
sensitivity of your rudder pedals, here you made 
them less sensitive around center position which 
will make the aircraft less live on small pedal 
movements, and easier to steer down the runway.

You can also choose to do the opposite effect. 
Press OK to save.



THROTTLE REVERSE

You have also an opportunity to assign one 
separate axis for thrust reverse.

In FSUIPC Select the tab ”JOYSTICK 
CALIBRATION”

At the arrow, you can browse among all 
calibrations. 
Choose 7:  ”Reverser and other trims.”

You can then calibrate the axis. (See: AXIS 
CALIBRATION)

You have also a possibility to allocate up to 4 
separate axis to your thrust reversers.
 
In FSUIPC select tab "JOYSTICK 
CALIBRATION"
 
At the arrow, you can browse among all 
calibrations. 
Select 11: axes ”Separate reverse”. 

You can then calibrate 4 axis for your reversers. 
(See: AXIS CALIBRATION)

Another option is to have thrust reverse in the 
same axis as throttle axis. 

In FSUIPC select tab "JOYSTICK 
CALIBRATION"

At the arrow, you can browse among all 
calibrations. 
Select 3: axes ”Separate throttles per engine”.
 
In the box to the left of the arrow "No. Reverse 
Zone "remove the check mark.

Then your throttle calibration look like this.

You can then calibrate the axes. 
(See: AXIS CALIBRATION)



AXIS RANGE ACTION

You can get your axis to act as a "buttons".

In FSUIPC select tab "AXIS ASSIGNMENT"

Press repeatedly "RESCAN" until the "JOY #" / 
"Axis" is empty. 
Text MOVE LEVER appears.

Operate the axis you want to assign your 
landing gear. 
In my case, we can see that it is the joystick 1 
and axis U, which is one of the arms on my 
yoke.
We can give the axis up to 10 settings. 
In the right panel select the first Setting "Range 
1"

Move the axis into the area where you want your landing gear to go down, and press the "FROM" and "TO" if you 
require an checkmark in the "UP" and "DOWN" then the function will operate in both directions, both up and 
down.

Tick the menu "Control sent when Range Entered" and select "GEAR DOWN"

Now select the option "Range 2"

Move the axis in the area where you want your 
landing gear to be retracted, and press the 
"FROM" and "TO" then tick the "UP" and 
"DOWN" then the function will operate in both 
directions, both up and down. 

Tick in the "Controlling sent when Range 
Entered", and select "GEAR UP" 

You have now made a lever for Gear.

By setting the checkbox in the "Controlling two 
repeater whilst in range" the command will be 
repeated as long as you are in the selected active 
area. But do not use it here for the landing gear.

This setting is good for the Boeing 737 because it 
has an center position "off" = no command

Here's another option if there is no need for an "off" function in the middle. 

In the right pane select the first option "Range 1" 

Move the axis in the area where you want your landing gear retracted and press the 
"FROM" and "TO" you require then checkmark in the "UP" and "DOWN" then the 
function will operate in both directions, both up and down.

Tick the menu "Control sent when Range Entered" and select "GEAR UP"
and checkbox menu "Control late when Range exited" and select "GEAR DOWN"

Delete option in the "range 2"

-16320            Akse          +16320
Gear down Gear upNo commando

-16320            Akse          +16320
Gear down Gear up



AXIS RANGE ACTION ADVANCED
You can get your axis to practice more "buttons". Let's do an example with the ignition key for your Cessna, 
You should try to imagine that your axis, your analog input is a rectangle, a sliding potentiometer, where the value 
in one end is -16320 and in the other end is + 16 320 you can by twisting or pulling your lever move your value / 
output up or down inside the rectangle.

Here the example of the ignition key / Magnetos. If your starter key is in ”off position” it is close to -16,320. 
Do you then turn the your starter key to ”start postion”, then the value will be close to +16320

Press repeatedly "RESCAN" until the "JOY #" / 
"Axis" is empty.
Text MOVE LIVER appears.

Operate the axis you want to assign as your magneto key.

Select "Range 1" here marked with the orange box 
Tick in UP & DOWN "Green circle

What you want is that Magneto is off when the key is in 
Off position

Select the field "From / To" in where the key is off, here the 
value is -16320 to -13248, then select the FS command "Magneto off, this command will now always be sent when 
entering the active area -16320 to -13248.

Now you can easily make the next 4 fields: R, L Both, Start, yourself. Do it in the exactly same way but whit other 
values in the next four fields. However, I would like to show you another option in FSUIPC
NOTE: "From and To" areas can't have the same values, then your PC can behave strange.

You create a new field "Range 2" Orange Box Set "From / To" 

If you put check mark in the "UP", your kommadoer only be 
activated if the value rises. Green circle

If the value rises and you come into the range -10112 to -4032, then sent 
the command ”Magneto Right”  is sent

If the value rises and you come out of the range -10112 to -4032, then 
then the command ”Magneto Left” is sent

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

Magnetos
Off           Right               Left                Both           Start

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

From                To

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

From                          To

-13248-16320

-10112 -4032
-10112 -4032



 Now you missing both Magneto and Start, they are made just like the 
previous one. 
New Area "Range 3" checkbox in the "UP" If the value rises and 
you come into the area from 7232 to 10560, then the command 
"Magneto Both” is sent.

 If the value rises and you come out of the area from 7232 to 10560 
then the command ”Magneto Start” is sent

Now you want to manage your commands in the opposite direction. 
New Area "Range 4" checkbox, this time here in "DOWN" 

If the value falls and you come out of the area from 12416 to 11642, then 
the command ”Magneto Both” is sent 

 

New Area "Range 5" checkbox in the "DOWN" 

If values fall and you come into range -4032 to 7232, then the command 
”Magneto Left”  is sent 

If the value falls and you come out of the region -4032 to 7232, then the 
command ”Magneto Right”  is sent 

Can you remember what you did in the "Range 1"? 

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

From                        To

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

From              To

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

From                        To

7232 10560
7232 10560

12416 16320
12416 16320

-3776 7232
7232-3776



Remember:  Range 1 was constructed so that if you moved into the range of -10112 to -13248 then the command 
”magneto off” is sent. So no more is nedded, the cycle is complete. 

NOTE: "From and To" areas can't have the same values, then your PC can behave strange, have a small gab betwin 
the values

Now, try the feature. 

Now comes some thing clever, go into the ”range 5”, and press the "Delete this" now you have delete this setting. 

Try the function again.

Now you will discover that when you turn the key from ”off” and against ”starting”, you will have all the options: 
Off, L, R, Both, Start, but try the opposite, turn key from ”start” and towards ”off”. You have now only the function 
"Both” and ”Off". So you get different action depending on which way you turn the key.

The next thing you can try is to change the values, but only in one direction.

 

When you try this, you will find out that you can give the virtual switch a place to turn on, and a completely 
different place where it will turn off. 
The command is activated by the red arrow, and is deactivated by the blue arrow.

This feature can be useful if you have a little electrical noise on the axis, so it will not turn on and off all the time 
when the value fluctuates slightly

AXIS RANGE ACTION KEY

Then you have another opportunity and this is to send a keyboard press.

Make a range area on your axis, and assign the command "KEY PRESS 
& RELEASE"
In the window parameter, type the code "190 +2" 
If you now move the axis into the active field you will send keyboard 
press ”CTR” and ”.” the parking brake. 

The list with all keycode can be found in the back of this Guide. 
Copied from the FSUIPC SDK, author Peter Dowson.

Thanks to Peter for giving me permission to to use it in my toturial 

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

-16320                          Akse                                 +16320

GAB GAB GAB GAB



MOUSE MACRO

Now it may well be that you want to control knobs and handles that are not available with standard FS/FSUIPC. 
Therefore FSUIPC is so cleverly designed that you can add extra features into the list. A very useful feature.

This time you enter the tab 
"BUTTON + SWITCHES" 
In the left corner is the button "Create 
mouse macro, press it. 

Now pops up a new window, in this 
write the name of your macro group. 
If it is a Maddog plane, then  you can 
write Maddog, if it's for example to 
PDMG, you can call it PDMG. 

Here I call the macro group ”Maddog” 

Click OK and click OK on FSUIPC

Now mouse-click the cockpit component you wish to activate with your hardware. I here have my mouse clicked 
on the suitcase handles for the long trim

A green bar appears at the top of the screen. Now you can test if your mouse macro is working, all you have to do 
is press the "Tab" key on your keyboard. Hobefully the longtrim lever moves down.



The next thing to do is to give your macro a name, here's what I call it: "Long Trim Down." 
After naming it press the "enter" button on your keyboard

Now you can repeat the operation for all of your desired components. Remember also to assign the "Long Trim up" 
Remember you have to call the assignment a new name every time.

When your are finish you must return to FSUIPC 
and open the tab "BUTTON + SWITCHES" 

In bottom left corner is the button "End mouse 
macro, press it. 
The new macros are all called something with 
Maddog or whatever you called it. 

You can always add new macros.

These new macros you now have made, can be 
used everywhere were you use the FS commands, 
inside FSUIPC as: Buttons + Switches / Key 
Presses / Axis Assignments.



Buttons + Switches

It could be super nice to have your Long Trim controlled from the yoke. 

Then you must go into FSUIPC and open the tab 
"BUTTON + SWITCHES" 

Press the joystick button that you want to assign 
the function. Here it is: Joystick 1 and button 10 

Tick in "Select the FS control" 

Now you can open the list and find one of our 
macros from before. 
Search for "Maddog Long Trim Up"

Tick the "Control to repeat while held" then 
FSUIPC continue to send the command, as long 
as you activate the button. Otherwise, FSUIPC 
only send a pulse to the "long trim" command. 
Afterwards, you can assign the next button for 
Long Trim Down.

 Buttons + Switches as a flap lever

When I modified my MD throttle, I used the original contacts, which were mounted on the Flap lever.
This means that instead of an analog input / axis, each setting on the flaps lever is registered by electrical contacts.
You'll now learn how to solve this problem.

It gives this result: 
Flap 0 Slat 0 = no buttons active 
Slat 1 = button 10 active
Flap 11 = 10 + button 11 active 
Flap 15 = button 10 + 11 + 12  active 
Flap 23 button 10 + 11 + 12 + 13 active 
Flap 40: button 10 + 11 + 12 + 13 + 14 active

Now enter the FSUIPC and 
open the tab:
”BUTTONS + SWITCHES”

Move flaps to stage 1 in order 
to affect the first contact. 
Here it is: Joystick 0 and the 
button 10. 
Since you will be sure that the 
flaps and slats are 0 when the 
flap lever is in 0, you give the 
FS command ”F5” in pane 
”Press keys to be send when 
you release this button”  
The button 10 now simulates ”F5” on your keyboard, the FS standard key command for "Retract flaps fully"

Remember that, button 10 are activated by flaplever stage 1 and al the way up to the last stage / Flap 40.
Key F5 command is only given once when the switch is released, ie when the handle return to stage 0 position. 

When flap lever is moved forward to the first step we would like to precipitate slats, which means that the contact 
10 is activated, and then we will send a key command. So in the box ”Press keys to be send when you press this 



button”  push the button F7 (see figure on previus page) F7 is FS default command ”Flaps extend incrementally” 

So each time we send key command F7, we increase flaps setting with one step. 

Therefore, you're putting check mark in "key press  
not to be held, then only one F7 puls is sent.
Do we not tick this the key F7 will be activated 
until flaplever returns into stage 0 position. 

The next lever step is stage 2, and button 11 is 
also programed to key F7 in the "Press keys to be 
sent when you press this button"

But in "Press keys to be sent When you release  
this button" press button F6 
It means when we move the lever a step back, the 
contact becomes inactive and command F6 "Flaps 
Retract incrementally" is sent and the flaps is 
reduced by one step. 
Remember checkmark in the "key press not to be  
held" 

Button 12 and 13 is also programmed with F7 and F6

Then you reached the last step in flap lever. Flaps 40, here you want flaps to fully extended, therefore, press button 
"F8" in the "Press keys to be sent when you press this button" F8 sends the FS commands "flaps extend fully "

And as before: "Press keys to  
be sent when you release this  
button" we put in F6 it means 
when you move the lever one 
step back, then contact 14 is 
inactive, and the command F6 
"Flaps Retract incrementally" 
is sent and flaps reduced by 
one step. 

Remember again checkbox in 
"key press not to be  
successfully" Then, all the 
flaps steps are programmed and ready for use.



AXIS CALIBRATION flap lever

Once you've tackled flaps, there is an extra option in flaps Axis Calibration, which you should know about.
This only applies to an analog input / axis.

In FSUIPC Select the tab ”JOYSTICK 
CALIBRATION”

At the arrow, you can browse among all 
calibrations. 
Choose 6:  ”Trim, spoiler and flaps.”

If you do nothing, then FSUIPC divides the axis 
indput in equal parts, one for each flap step. 
FSUIPC is reading the number of flaps settings 
from the aircraft FS file.

You can see LSH MD-82 has 6 detents, and is 
automatically set to 6552 between each setting.
 

But you have the option to press "Dt" 
If you do this, you can see that there apears an extra field in the top of the window. With the arrow keys allows you 
to change the value up and down between every step. 
Now please try to move your flaplever to configure each setting, with other values.

Will you return to the standard settings press "Cl"

I hope that this guide has helped you to interface your hardware.
English is not my main language, and I hope that you have understood the explanations, but should things go badly 
wrong, please don't hesitate to ask on our home page: http://www . md80project.dk 
I can also be contacted at this e-mail:   ontop@mail-online.dk

Happy flights and landings
Claus Nørgaard



KEY CODES LIST
Published by Peter L. Dowson

0 Null (+ Alt, Shift etc alone)
8 Backspace
12 NumPad 5 (NumLock Off)
13 Enter
19 Pause
20 CapsLock
27 Escape
32 Space bar
33 Page Up
34 Page Down
35 End
36 Home
37 Left arrow
38 Up arrow
39 Right arrow
40 Down arrow
44 PrintScreen
45 Insert
46 Delete
48 0 on main keyboard
49 1 on main keyboard
50 2 on main keyboard
51 3 on main keyboard
52 4 on main keyboard
53 5 on main keyboard
54 6 on main keyboard
55 7 on main keyboard
56 8 on main keyboard
57 9 on main keyboard
65 A
66 B
67 C
68 D
69 E
70 F
71 G

72 H
73 I
74 J
75 K
76 L
77 M
78 N
79 O
80 P
81 Q
82 R
83 S
84 T
85 U
86 V
87 W
88 X
89 Y
90 Z
96 NumPad 0 (NumLock ON)
97 NumPad 1 (NumLock ON)
98 NumPad 2 (NumLock ON)
99 NumPad 3 (NumLock ON)
100 NumPad 4 (NumLock ON)
101 NumPad 5 (NumLock ON)
102 NumPad 6 (NumLock ON)
103 NumPad 7 (NumLock ON)
104 NumPad 8 (NumLock ON)
105 NumPad 9 (NumLock ON)
106 NumPad *
107 NumPad +
109 NumPad -
110 NumPad .
111 NumPad /
112 F1
113 F2

114 F3
115 F4
116 F5
117 F6
118 F7
119 F8
120 F9
121 F10
122 F11
123 F12
124 F13
125 F14
126 F15
127 F16
128 F17
129 F18
130 F19
131 F20
132 F21
133 F22
134 F23
135 NumPad Enter (or F24?)
144 NumLock
145 ScrollLock
186 ; : Key*
187 = + Key*
188 , < Key*
189 - _ Key*
190 . > Key*
191 / ? Key*
192 # ~ Key*
219 [ { Key*
220 \ | Key*
221 ] } Key*
222 ' @ Key*
223 ` ¬ ¦ Key*

* These keys will vary from keyboard to keyboard. The graphics indicated are those shown on my UK keyboard. It is possible that keys in the 
same relative position on the keyboard will respond similarly, so here is a positional description for those of you without UK keyboards. This list 
is in left-to-right, top down order, scanning the keyboard:

223 ` ¬ ¦ is top left, just left of the main keyboard 1 key
189 - _ is also in the top row, just to the right of the 0 key
187 = + is to the right of 189
219 [{ is in the 2nd row down, to the right of the alpha keys.
221 ]} is to the right of 219
186 ; : is in the 3rd row down, to the right of the alpha keys.
222 ' @ is to the right of 186
192 # ~ is to the right of 222 (tucked in with the Enter key)
220 \ | is in the 4th row down, to the left of all the alpha keys
188 , < is also in the 4th row down, to the right of the alpha keys
190 . > is to the right of 188
191 / ? is to the right of 190

The <shifts> value is a combination (add them) of the following values, as needed:
1 Shift
2 Control
4 Tab
8 Normal (add this in anyway)
16 Alt (take care with this one—it invokes the Menu)
32 Windows key (left or right)
64 Menu key (the application key, to the right of the right Windows key)

[Note that the Tab and Alt keys are denoted by opposite bits here than when used for key programming. Apologies for this,  
which was a design oversight now too late to change]

If only “normal” is needed, the whole parameter and the preceding comma can be omitted. Usual values are:

9 for shift+ …
10 for control+ …
11 for shift+control+ …
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